
As usual I’ve primed the figure in black, fol-
lowed with some grey and white zenithal 
highlights applied from above (please refer 
to Epsiode 1 of the video series on YouTube 

for more details on how I do this):

I’m starting by painting the skin using Bug-
man’s Glow mixed with a little Black:

I’ve also prepared a highlight tone using 
Vallejo’s Beige Red - also desaturated with 

a little Black:
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Hello!  In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Crossbones from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game:



I’m now doing the same for the other arm:
This is just a nice, quick way to achieve a de-
cent-enough standard which we can refine 

later on if need be.

I’m now blocking in the shadow tone of the 
left arm:

And now the highlight tone for the upturned 
area:

I’m then using a damp brush to wet blend 
the tones where they meet:

I’m now using Vallejo’s US Dark Green to paint the trousers, along with some of the other areas of the outfit:



I’m doing this mainly to break the figure up so that it’s not just all black, and you should feel free to decide how you might want to do this. 

I’m now using Vallejo’s Black Grey to paint the rest of the outfit except for the head.  You could use any dark, off-black for this:

For heavily textured areas like the back, I might thin the paint down further to allow some 
of the raised details to show up a little lighter:



This is just because I ultimately want it to have a harder, shinier finish - although at this 
stage the difference is negligible.

Here you can see I’ve painted the eye area 
using the skin tones:

And I’m now using Deck Tan to paint the 
white part of the mask:

Next I’m using the Black Grey to draw a 
camo design onto the trousers:

It’s a subtle difference, but here I’m mixing 
some Black with some Dark Sea Blue, which 
I’m using to paint the black part of the head:

I’m also using this for places like the knee 
pads:



I’m now going to shade the body and gloves 
using a 2:1 mix of Nuln Oil (2) and Coelia 
Greenshade (1), thinned with a little Lahmi-

an Medium (1):

Once dry we’ve already achieved a pretty decent table-top standard:



I’m now going to paint a rough white cross 
on the chest using Deck Tan:

And I’m mixing in some Ivory and brusing 
this lightly over the top:

Next I’m picking out some of the small, metallic details using Blue Grey Pale:

I’m also using this Deck Tan to Ivory progression to push up the brightness of the mask:



And I’m now mixing in some Ivory and providing a few small highlights:

A high-contrast gradient can be built up 
quite quickly:

Next I’m going to highlight the metal plates 
on the gloves by adding increasing amounts 
of Ivory to the Black and Dark Sea Blue mix 

we made earlier:



I also want to pick out the edges with the 
brighter highlight tone:

Next I’m going to highlight the head where I want some quite shiny reflections, so I’m using 
the same colours I used for Black Widow’s suite in the previous guide. This means I’m adding 

Blue Green and some White to the Dark Sea Blue and Black base tone in several stages:



I’m also highlighting the knee pads in the 
same way:

You can see I’m building a primary highlight 
on the front-right of the head:

For the brighter highlights I’m adding Ivory 
because I like the way its slightly warmer 

tone contrasts against the blue-black.

And I’m also providing a secondary high-
light at the rear:

I’ve chosen to stipple some of these highlights on to create a more textured look:



I’m now using this same blue-grey gradation to provide some fairly quick highlights to the 
other black areas of the outfit, but won’t be taking them as far:

And here I’ve chosen to glaze a little of the 
Blue Green into the mid tones of the plates 

on the gloves too:



Next I’m providing some highlights to the 
green areas of the outfit by adding Ivory to 

the US Dark Green base tone:



I’ve now chosen to add some “white” paint splatter to the edge of the face area to add to 
the chaotic energy that I’m after:

And I’m adding a few additional, small 
touches of paint splatter to the body:

For the harder materials I’m pushing the highlights a bit further:



I’m now returning the skin to refine the look with some additional highlights and shade.  Here I’m boosting the highlights by adding some 
White and some of Vallejo’s Lemon Yellow to the original Beige Red: 

For the shadowed areas, I’m adding some 
Rhinox Hide to the Bugman’s Glow to create 

a slightly richer tone:

Adding a hint of the Blue Green along with some Yellow adds a subtle green hue to the highlights:



I’m now freely improvising with the tones on the palette until I’m happy with the overall look...

I might also add some red (Vallejo’s Flat Red) 
to create some further variation for places 

like the elbow:



And I’m painting the base as described in 
the previous guide (Black Widow):

I’ve also chosen to stick down some printed 
out newspapers:

And to give the blue tint a bit of a kick, I’ve chosen to glaze some of Vallejo’s Turquoise into 
the mid tones on the head, knees, and the plates on the fists:

I’m now adding a final boost to some of the 
highlights:

Here I’ve chosen to add a few spots of dirt 
to the skin using some off-black from the 

palette:



To aid the definition I’ve also chosen to mix a little Inktense Blue into some Black, and use this to provide some dark lining:



And I’m using mix of Black and Green inks to darken the gaps on the green armour:

Finally, I’ve chosen to add some mud splat-
ter to the boots and lower legs, using English 

Uniform and Buff in varying ratios:

I’m now adding a final touch of Ivory to the 
reflections on the head:



And this completes Crossbones!



This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:



Hullo Jesse! :)

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Bugman’s Glow (C)
Black (VMC)

Titanium White (S)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)

USA Dark Green (VMC)
Beige Red (VMC)
Black Grey (VMC)
Deck Tan (VMC)
Nuln Oil (GW)

Coelia Greenshade (GW)
Lahmian Medium (GW)
Blue Grey Pale (VMC)

Flat Red (VMC)
Lemon Yellow (VMC)

Rhinox Hide (GW)
Turquoise (VMC)

Blue Green (VMC)
Inktense Black (SC)
Inktense Blue (SC)

Inktense Green (SC)
English Uniform (VMC)

Buff (VMC)

For the base:
Black Templar (C)

Agrax Earthshade (C)
Orange Rust (SW)

Red Rust (SW)
Stonewall Grey (VMC)

SC = Scale Color, C = Citadel, VMC = Vallejo Model Colour, P3 = P3, S = Schmincke SW = Secret Weapon, VGC = Vallejo Game Color

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


